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ABSTRACT

We present a probabilisti method to dete t human
fa es using a mixture of fa tor analyzers. One hara teristi of this mixture model is that it on urrently
performs lustering and, within ea h luster, lo al dimensionality redu tion. A wide range of fa e images
in luding ones in di erent poses, with di erent expressions and under di erent lighting onditions are used
as the training set to apture the variations of human
fa es. In order to t the mixture model to the sample fa e images, the parameters are estimated using an
EM algorithm. Experimental results show that fa es
in di erent poses, with di erent fa ial expressions, and
under di erent lighting onditions are a urately dete ted by our method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Images of human fa es are entral to intelligent human
omputer intera tion. Mu h resear h is being done involving fa e images, in luding fa e re ognition, fa e
tra king, pose estimation, expression re ognition and
gesture re ognition. However, most existing methods
on these topi s assume human fa es in an image or an
image sequen e have been identi ed and lo alized. To
build a fully automated system that extra ts information from images of human fa es, it is essential to develop robust and eÆ ient algorithms to dete t human
fa es.
Given a single image or a sequen e of images, the
goal of fa e dete tion is to identify and lo ate all of the
human fa es regardless of their positions, s ales, orientations, poses and lighting onditions. This is a hallenging problem be ause human fa es are highly nonrigid obje ts with a high degree of variability in size,
shape, olor and texture. Most re ent methods for fa e
dete tion an only dete t upright, frontal fa es under
ertain lighting onditions. In this paper, we present
a method that uses a mixtures of fa tor analyzers to

dete t fa es with di erent features and expressions, in
di erent poses, and under di erent lighting onditions.
Sin e the images of a human fa e lie in a omplex
subset of the image spa e that is unlikely to be modeled
by a single linear subspa e, we use a mixture of linear
subspa es to model the distribution of fa e and nonfa e
patterns. Fa tor analysis (FA), a statisti al method
for modeling the ovarian e stru ture of high dimensional data using a small number of latent variables,
has some analogues with prin ipal omponent analysis (PCA). However PCA, unlike FA, does not de ne a
proper density model for the data sin e the ost of oding a data point is equal anywhere along the prin ipal
omponent subspa e (i.e. the density is unnormalized
along these dire tions). Further, PCA is not robust
to independent noise in the features of the data sin e
the prin ipal omponents maximizes the varian es of
the input data, thereby retaining unwanted variations.
Hinton et al. have applied FA to digit re ognition and
they ompare the performan e of PCA and FA models
[9℄. A mixture model of fa tor analyzers has re ently
been extended [6℄ and applied to fa e re ognition [5℄.
Both studies show that FA performs better than PCA
in digit and fa e re ognition. Sin e pose, orientation,
expression, and lighting a e t the appearan e of a human fa e, the distribution of fa es in the image spa e
an be better represented by a mixture of subspa es
where ea h subspa e aptures ertain hara teristi s of
ertain fa e appearan es. We present a probabilisti
method that uses a mixture of fa tor analyzers (MFA)
to dete t fa es with wide variations. The parameters
in the mixture model are estimated using an EM algorithm.
To apture the variations in fa e patterns, we use
a set of 1,681 fa e images from Olivetti [17℄, UMIST
[7℄, Harvard [8℄, Yale [2℄ and FERET [13℄ databases.
Our method has been tested using the databases in [16℄
[19℄ to ompare their performan es with other methods.
Our experimental results on the data sets used in [16℄
[19℄ (whi h onsist of 145 images with 619 fa es) show

that the proposed method performs as well as the reported methods in the literature, yet with fewer false
dete ts. To further test our method, we olle t a set of
80 images ontaining 252 fa es. This data set is rather
hallenging sin e it ontains pro le fa es, fa es with expressions and fa es with heavy shadows. Our method
is able to dete t most of these fa es regardless of their
poses, fa ial expressions and lighting onditions. Furthermore, our fa e dete tor has fewer false dete ts than
other methods.
2. RELATED WORK

Numerous intensity-based methods have been proposed
re ently to dete t human fa es in a single image or a sequen e of images. In this se tion, we give a brief review
of intensity-based fa e dete tion methods. See [20℄ for
a omprehensive survey on fa e dete tion. Sung and
Poggio [19℄ report an example-based learning approa h
for lo ating verti al frontal views of human fa es. They
use a number of Gaussian lusters to model the distributions of fa e and nonfa e patterns. For omputational eÆ ien y, a subspa e spanned by ea h luster's
eigenve tors is then used to ompute the eviden e of
a fa e. A small window is moved over all portions of
an image to determine, based on distan e metri s measured in the subspa es, whether a fa e exists in ea h
window. In [14℄, a dete tion algorithm is proposed that
ombines template mat hing and feature-based dete tion method using hierar hi al Markov random elds
(MRF) and maximum a posteriori probability (MAP)
estimation. The watershed algorithm is used to segment an image at some xed s ales and to generate
an image pyramid. To redu e the sear h, a heuristi
is used to sele t areas where fa es may appear. Layered pro esses are used in a MRF to re e t a priori
knowledge about the spatial relationships between faial features (eye, mouth and the whole fa e) whi h are
identi ed by template mat hing and gradient of intensity. Dete tion de ision is based on MAP estimation.
Colmenarez and Huang [3℄ apply Kullba k relative information for maximal dis rimination between positive
and negative examples of fa es. They use a family of
dis rete Markov pro esses to model the fa e and ba kground patterns and estimate the density fun tions.
Dete tion of a fa e is based on the likelihood ratio omputed during training. Moghaddam and Pentland [10℄
propose a probabilisti method that is based on density estimation in a high dimensional spa e using an
eigenspa e de omposition. In [16℄, Rowley et al. use an
ensemble of neural networks to learn fa e and nonfa e
patterns for fa e dete tion. S hneiderman et al. des ribe a probabilisti method based on lo al appearan e

and prin ipal omponent analysis [18℄. Their method
gives some preliminary results on pro le fa e dete tion.
Finally, hidden Markov models [15℄, higher order statisti s [15℄, and support ve tor ma hines (SVM) [11℄ [12℄
have also been applied to fa e dete tion and demonstrated some su ess in dete ting upright frontal fa es
under ertain lighting onditions.
3. MIXTURE OF FACTOR ANALYZERS

We t a mixture model of fa tor analyzers to the training samples using an EM algorithm and obtain a distribution of fa e patterns. To dete t fa es, ea h input
image is s anned with a re tangular window in whi h
the probability of the urrent input being a fa e pattern is al ulated. A fa e is dete ted if the probability
is above a prede ned threshold. We brie y des ribe
fa tor analysis and a mixture of fa tor analyzers in this
se tion. The details of these models an be found in [1℄
[6℄.
3.1. Fa tor Analysis

Fa tor analysis is a statisti al model in whi h the observed ve tor is partitioned into an unobserved systemati part and an unobserved error part. The systemati part is taken as a linear ombination of a relatively
small number of unobserved fa tor variables while the
omponents of the error ve tor are onsidered as un orrelated or independent. From another point of view,
fa tor analysis gives a des ription of the interdependen e of a set of variables in terms of the fa tors without regard to the observed variability. In this model,
a d-dimensional real-valued observable data ve tor x
is modeled using a p-dimensional ve tor of real-valued
fa tors z where p is generally mu h smaller than d. The
generative model is given by:
x = z + u
(1)
where  is known as the fa tor loading matrix. The
fa tors z are assumed to be N (0; I ) distributed (zeromean independent normals with unit varian e). The ddimensional random variable u is distributed N (0; )
where is a diagonal matrix, due to the assumption
that the observed variables are independent given the
fa tors. A ording to this model, x is therefore distributed with zero mean and ovarian e  = T + .
The goal of fa tor analysis is to nd the  and that
best model the ovarian e stru ture of x. The fa tor
variables z model orrelations between the elements of
x, while the u variables a ount for independent noise
in ea h element x. The p fa tors play the same role
as the prin ipal omponents in PCA, i.e. they are informative proje tions of the data. Given  and , the

expe ted value of the fa tors an be omputed through
the linear proje tions:
E [z jx℄ = x
E [zz T jx℄ = I

(2)

 + xxT

T

(3)

where = T  1 .
3.2. Mixture Model

In this se tion, we onsider a mixture of m fa tor analyzers (indexed by j; j = 1; : : : ; m) where ea h fa tor
analyzer has the same number of p fa tors and ea h fa tor analyzer has a di erent mean j . The generative
model obeys the mixture distribution:
P (x) =

where

XZ
m

j =1

P (xjz; j )P (z jj )P (j )dz

(4)

P (z jj ) = P (z ) = N (0; I )

(5)
P (xjz; j ) = N (j + j z; )
(6)
The parameters of this mixture model are f(j , j )m
j =1 ,
 , g where  is the ve tor of adaptable mixing proportions, j = P (j ). The latent variables in this model
are the fa tors z and the mixture indi ator variable j ,
where j = 1 when the data point is generated by the
rst fa tor analyzer.
Given a set of training images, the EM algorithm
[4℄ is used to estimate f (j ; j )m
j =1 ,  , g. For the
E-step of the EM algorithm, we need to ompute expe tations of all the intera tions of the hidden variables
that appear in the log likelihood.
E [jz jx(t) ℄ = E [j jx(t) ℄E [z jj; x(t) ℄

(7)

E [jzz T jx(t) ℄ = E [j jx(t) ℄E [zz T jj; x(t) ℄

(8)

De ning
= E [j jx(t) ℄ / P (x(t) ; j ) = i N (x(t) j ; j Tj + )
(9)
and using equations (2) and (6), we obtain

hij

E [jz jx(t) ℄ = hij j (x(t)

j )

(10)

where j  Tj (j Tj ) 1 . Similarly, using equations
(3) and (8), we obtain
E [jzz T jx(t) ℄ = hij (I

j j + j (x

(t)

j )(x(t) j )T jT )

(11)
The EM algorithm for mixture of fa tor analyzers an
be stated as follows:



: Compute E [j jx(t) ℄, E [z jx(t) ; j ℄ and E [zz T j
x ; j ℄ for all data points i and mixture omponents j .



M-step: Solve a set of linear equations for j ,
j , j and .

E-step
(t)

The mixture of fa tor analyzers is essentially a redu ed
dimensionality mixture of Gaussians. Ea h fa tor analyzer ts a Gaussian to a portion of the data, weighted
by the posterior probabilities, hij . Sin e the ovarian e matrix for ea h Gaussian is spe i ed through the
lower dimensional fa tor loading matri es, the model
has mpd + d, rather than md(d + 1)=2 parameters dedi ated to modeling ovarian e stru ture in high dimensions.
3.3. Dete ting Fa e Patterns

To dete t fa es, ea h input image is s anned with a
re tangular window in whi h the probability of there
being a fa e pattern is estimated as given in equation
(4). A fa e is dete ted if the probability is above a prede ned threshold. In order to dete t fa es of di erent
s ales, ea h input image is repeatedly subsampled by a
fa tor of 1.2 and s anned through for 10 iterations.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use a set of 1,411 fa es images from Olivetti [17℄,
UMIST [7℄, Harvard [8℄, Yale [2℄ and FERET [13℄ data
sets. to apture the variations in fa e patterns. Ea h
image is manually ropped and normalized su h that
all the images are aligned and the size of ea h image is
20  20. We t a mixture model of fa tor analyzers to
these fa e samples using the EM algorithm des ribed
in Se tion 3.2 and obtain a distribution of fa e images
as equation (4). To dete t fa es, ea h input image is
s anned with a re tangular window in whi h the probability of their being fa e pattern is al ulated. A fa e
is dete ted if the probability of being fa e pattern is
above a prede ned threshold. In order to dete t fa es
of di erent s ales, ea h input image is subsampled by a
fa tor of 1.2 and s anned through for 10 iterations. We
test the resulting mixture model on both the training
fa e images and test sets of images used by Sung [19℄
and Rowley [16℄. Figure 1 shows the results of some test
images (See http://vision.ai.uiu .edu/ mhyang/ mfa.
html for more results). Note that most pro le fa es
and fa es with shadows are dete ted by our method.
It is diÆ ult to evaluate the performan e of di erent methods even though they use the same ben hmark
data sets be ause di erent riteria (e.g. training time,

Figure 1: Sample experimental results using our method on images from two ben hmark data sets. Every dete ted
fa e is shown with an en losing window.
number of training examples involved, exe ution time,
number of s anned windows in dete tion) an be applied to favor one over another. Also, one an tune the
parameters of one's method to in rease the dete t rates
while in reasing also the number of false dete ts. The
methods using neural networks [16℄, and naive Bayes
[18℄ report several experimental results based on di erent sets of parameters. Table 1 summarizes the best
dete t rates and orresponding false dete ts of these
methods in two test sets. Experimental results on test
set 1, whi h onsists of 130 images (483 fa es) ex luding
5 images of hand drawn fa es, show that our method
has dete tion performan e omparable to [16℄ and [18℄.
Test set 2 onsists of 20 images (136 fa es) with different poses, expressions and fa es with shadows. Our
method performs equally well in dete ting these fa es.
It is not lear how other methods perform in dete ting pro le fa es, fa e with expressions, and fa es with
shadows.
5. CONCLUSION

We have des ribed a probabilisti method to dete t
human fa es regardless of their poses, fa ial expressions and e e ts of lighting onditions. Our method

ts a mixture of fa tor analyzers to estimate the density fun tion of fa e images. Experimental results show
that our method has performan e omparable to some
of the best algorithms urrently available in dete ting
upright frontal fa es and an dete t fa es in di erent
poses and fa ial expressions regardless of lighting onditions.
The ontributions of this paper are summarized as
follows. First, we introdu e a proje tion method that
performs better than PCA. Consequently, the lassiation in the linear subspa e is better. Se ond, we
apply a mixture model su h that the linear subspa es
an better apture the variations of fa e patterns. Although some methods [10℄ [19℄ have applied mixture
models, they use PCA for proje tion whi h is not optimal for lassi ation in subspa es. On the other hand,
it is not lear how SVM performs in fa e dete tion sin e
the study in [11℄ has applied SVM on a rather small test
set with 136 fa es. It will be of great interest to ompare our method with SVM on a large test set sin e
SVM aims to nd the optimal hyperplane that minimizes the generalization error under the theoreti al upper bounds.

Table 1: Experimental results on fa e dete tion
Proposed Method
Rowley [16℄
S hneiderman [18℄
Dete tion False Dete tion False Dete tion False
Rate
Alarms
Rate
Alarms
Rate
Alarms
Test set 1 (125 images, 483 fa es) [16℄
92.3%
82
92.5%
862
93.0%
88
Test set 2 (20 images, 136 fa es) [19℄
89.4%
3
76.8%
5
89.8%
3
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